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Fenix â€¢â€¢HL32R is a compact and durable headlamp, with two light colors, powered by a 2000 mAh Li-ion battery,
charged via a micro-USB port. The flashlight has a solid and resistant to damage body, made of aluminum and high
quality polymer. Its construction refers to the proven HL40R model, but it has a smaller and lighter body. The main
source of the flashlight is the powerful Cree XP-G3 LED, which emits a maximum stream of 600 lumens with a neutral
color. Light with a neutral color does not strain your eyes, and bright objects give your colors and details better. It is the
best choice for work, tourist and edc applications. The flashlight also has a red Nichia diode. Red light is more discreet,
when turned on it is not blind, it is commonly used to work with the map, night reading and signaling. Wide angle of light
scattering (85 °), maximum range of over 70 m (in burst mode) and regulation of angle lighting (inclination of the entire
head) make the flashlight work well in any form of outdoor activity . The Fenix â€¢â€¢HL32R is powered by an integrated
2000 mAh lithium-polymer battery, which allows for efficient lighting of up to 200 hours in eco (4 lumens) and 4.5 hours
in turbo mode (300 lumens). The battery is charged via the port and micro-USB cable (included), so we can recharge
the flashlight in the field, for example from the power bank. The standard full charging time is approximately 4 hours.
The LED battery level indicator (4 LEDs) clearly informs you about the levels of battery discharge / charging. Thanks to
the two enlarged buttons, flashlight operation is very simple and convenient, and most importantly, it does not require
removing the flashlight from the head. The main switch is responsible for switching on / off the flashlight and changing
the brightness level: eco â€¢ low â€¢ medium â€¢ high â€¢ turbo. The functional button turns on / off the red light and changes
the modes (red light): constant red light â€¢ SOS â€¢ red strobo The flashlight has an additional burst mode, including a
beam of light up to 600 minutes per minute lumens! Such a shot of light, it is useful when we want to quickly light up and
explore the space in front of us. The headlamp also has a programmable lock function that prevents accidental switching
on the flashlight during transfer or storage. Fenix â€¢â€¢HL32R has IP66 protection class, which means it is resistant to
dust, heavy rain, splashing and a fall of 1 m. We can therefore use the flashlight in almost any weather conditions and
diversified physical activity. Convenient carrying the flashlight on the head provides adjustable, elastic band with
reflective inserts, increasing our visibility and safety when navigating the night on the road or trail. Fenix â€¢â€¢HL32R is a
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versatile headlamp, whose advantages will be appreciated by people who actively jog, tourists and people looking for an
efficient source of light for work or activities requiring free hands. Technical parameters â€¢ luminous flux (max): 600 lm
â€¢ maximum range: 73 m â€¢ diode type: white: Cree XP-G3 â€¢ number of modes: 9 â€¢ maximum working time: 200 hours
â€¢ tightness class: IP66 â€¢ Power source: non-replaceable built-in battery (2000 mAh / 3.7 V Li-Poly) × 1 â€¢ power port:
micro USB â€¢ weight: 108 g Warranty 2 years
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